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07 09 2020 at 1600   Kresta in the Afternoon   120 minutes   Broadcaster, journalist, author and public speaker, Al 
Kresta takes a closer look at current events, issues, and ideas. In the first hour, Al visits with George Weigel 
regarding the mission of the next pope. We have no idea who the next pope may be and theres no reason to 
believe he may be elected soon.  However, one thing we can predict is he will likely have seen very young, perhaps 
even a child during the period of the Second Vatican Council. Unlike the last several popes, he will not have 
experienced the debates over its meaning and reception. George and Al talk about what kind of qualities the 
Church will need from the next pope. 

In the second part of this first hour, Al talks with Rachel Lu. The data shows that American police kill about a 
thousand people each year, a number that is astronomically higher than most western European countries. This 
number is of course incomplete and does not tell the full story.  However, it is an important part of the wider 
discussion on police reform that Rachel Lu and Al talk about.

In the second hour, al beings by giving his personal comments and thoughts on police reform.  Then he interviews 
Stephen Meyer.  On July 10, 1925, the Scopes monkey Trial began.  The state of Tennessee accused John Scopes, a 
high school teacher, of violating the Butler Act, which prohibited teaching human evolution in a state funded 
school.  The trial brought national attention to the Fundamentalist Modernist Controversy, a debate over the 
compatibility of Scripture and modern human science.

07 22 2020 at 1600   Kresta in the Afternoon   120 minutes   Broadcaster, journalist, author and public speaker, Al 
Kresta takes a closer look at current events, issues, and ideas. In the first hour, Rome Bureau Chief Chris Altieri joins 
Al. A priest of the Archdiocese of Philadelphia, Fr. Kevin McGoldrick, iw quietly seeking voluntary laicization after 
that archdiocese investigated a claim he sexually assaulted a young woman who had been in his spiritual charge.  
The Catholic Herald newspaper has obtained significant documentation corroborating the victims claims and raising 
concerns about the handling of the matter in several Church jurisdictions. 

In the second part of the first hour, Ron Rychlak joins Al. In 2018, as accounts of clerical sexual misconduct in Chili, 
Honduras, and the United States roiled the Catholic Church, an international meeting of Catholic experts in Law, 
pastoral care, philosophy, psychology and other disciplines was convened to study the incidence of clerical sexual 
abuse of males. Ron and Al talk about this.

In the last segment of this first hour, Lynn Mills joins Al. Right to Life of Michigan has announced it will not challenge 
a recommendation that they failed to gather enough valid signatures in the Michigan Values Life petition drive to 
ban dismemberment abortions. Nevertheless, the pro life movement wages on, including a protest at a Planned 
Parenthood abortion clinic this week.

In the second hour, Christopher Bedford joins Al.  We called 911 for almost everything except snitching reads the 
first line of an Atlantic article, How I Became a Police Abolitionist, by social justice activist and lawyer Derecka Purnell. 
Her deeply personal essay tells of her childhood in a polluted neighborhood surrounded by violence and beset by 
fear, using one particularly disturbing memory of a police officer shooting a young boy in the arm for skipping the 
sign in sheet at a local rec center. The problem is, the Atlantic never verified her account.  Christopher discusses this 
with Al.

In the last segment of this first hour, Fr. Sean Davidson joins Al. Adoration is love and Eucharistic adoration is love of 
Christ present in the Blessed Sacrament. In the Gospels there are few people who understand love for Jesus as well 
Mary Magdalene, the Apostle of the Apostles. Her life prompts us to reexamine the Mercy of Christ in the Blessed 
Sacrament. Fr. Sean Davidson has written an extended meditation on her life, and this is what he discusses with Al.
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08 05 2020 at 1600   Kresta in the Afternoon   120 minutes   Broadcaster, journalist, author and public speaker, Al 
Kresta takes a closer look at current events, issues, and ideas. In the first hour, Al talks with Todd Tucker. Several 
professional sports teams are rethinking their mascots, which are said to be radically offensive. Some say it is time 
for Notre Dame to do the same as the Fighting Irish represent a harmful stereotype of violent, drunken immigrants. 
The origins of the name are up for debate, but the one theory is especially compelling. It is an incredible story of 
Catholic students rising up to combat the KKK.

In the second hour, Al talks with Mindy Belz. The death toll from yesterdays explosion in Lebanon is at 135 and 
counting, and more than 5,000 wounded. It is unclear what caused the blast, though investigators are currently 
focused on an estimated 2,750 metric tons of ammonium nitrate stored in a warehouse. Al and Mindy discuss the 
situations.

In the second segment of the second hour, Fr. Brian Mullady joins Al. There are those who would reduce Jesus from 
Lord of Creation to a mere social justice warrior. Jesus love and care for the poor is, of course, central to His mission, 
but to minimize His divinity is to entirely miss the point. Fr. Mullady and Al discuss this.

08 24 2020 at 1600   Kresta in the Afternoon   120 minutes   Broadcaster, journalist, author and public speaker, Al 
Kresta takes a closer look at current events, issues, and ideas. In the first hour, Steve Ray joins Al to talk about the 
Feast of the Queenship of Mary. How does this feast tie to the recent celebration of the Assumption. What is the 
Scriptual basis for the celebration?  

In the second part of this first hour, Mike Aquilina joins Al. How did the ancient Christians know who the Messiah 
would be? One sign was detailed in the first chapter of Malachi which quotes, From the rising of the sun to its setting 
my name is great among the nations and in every place incense is offered to my name, and a pure offering, for my 
name is great among the nations, says the Lord of hosts. Al and Mike talk about how the early church was defined 
by Malachis oracle and how they found identity in the Eucharist.

In the second hour, Al talks with Dr. Greg Popcak. Anthropologists at the University of Oxford have discovered what 
they believe to be seven universal moral rules. How do they relate to the Catholic idea of the Natural Law? Does the 
Natural Law have any influence on modern philosophical thought? Dr. Greg and Al discuss this topic.

In the second segment of the second hour, John and Claire Grabowski join Al.  Any parent knows the beautiful, 
exhausting and bewildering challenges that come with raising kids. How do we go beyond merely raising them to 
helping them find and understand their vocations? John and Claire discuss how to sort this out with Al.

09 08 2020 at 1600   Kresta in the Afternoon   120 minutes   Broadcaster, journalist, author and public speaker, Al 
Kresta takes a closer look at current events, issues, and ideas. Jerry Usher hosts this show in Al Kresta’s place today.  
In the first hour, Jerry talks with JD Flynn about the resignation of the Bishop elect of Duluth, Minnesota, Michel J. 
Mulloy after an accusation that he abused a minor in the 1980s.

In the second segment of this first hour, Jerry talks with Edward Clancy. Two religious sisters, missing after jihadists 
attacked a port town in Mozambique, were found safe.

In the third segment of the first hour, Jerry talks with Paul Kengor. The opening lines of the Communist Manifesto 
could not have been ore eerily apt as it said, A specter is haunting Europe, the specter of communism, all the powers 
of the old Europe have entered into a holy alliance to exorcise this specter, Pope and Com Tsar, Metternich and 
Guizot, French Radicals and German police spies.  Jerry and Paul talk about this topic.

In the second our, Mindy Belz joins Jerry. Lebanon was in crisis even before the pandemic and the devasting 
explosion in Beirut and economists have predicted a Venezuela style collapse in what was once an oasis of stability 
in the Middle East.  Yet, out of this chaos has arisen people who know their call is to follow the blood and the hurt, 
the way Jesus would do, without letting up.  Mindy and Jerry discuss this topic.
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In the last two segments of this second hour, Reggie Littlejohn joins Jerry.  Reggie has spent the last several decades 
speaking out against Chinas oppressive regime of forced abortion, gendercide and human trafficking.  And years ago 
she was personally inspired to take up this work following an encounter with Mother Teresa, whose feast was 
celebrated by the Catholic church on Saturday.
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